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Letter to Thomas Berry on Great Work Discussion Groups*

By Al Lewis

To:  Thomas Berry, Planet Earth

Beloved Sir:

One of your �children� has discovered you at age 84 through your The Great
Work: Our Way into the Future, as we are �experiencing a moment of
significance far beyond what any of us can imagine.� Words cannot express my
and my mate�s gratitude for your wisdom, erudition and insight! So please
accept two GREAT BIG, WARM HUGS.

To the point: Considering the urgency of this �moment of grace� and the
diversity of opinions, we suggest that one of the most powerful and useful steps
we could take is to start �THE GREAT WORK� discussion/action groups in the
USA and everywhere else possible.

For starters they might be based around your book and possibly God�s Last
Offer, by Ed Ayres of the Worldwatch Institute. We might start by targeting
universities, churches, and other organizations. Develop discussion guides,
audiovisual materials, etc. and also put the program on the Web, and discussion
programs on radio, TV, etc. Are not the possibilities unlimited as the SPIRIT of
your book? Could they not have an enormous impact on speeding the
transformation of consciousness required for our further evolution?

These ideas came to me in my sleep last night. If you find them interesting
please contact me ASAP and let us discuss how and whether we should proceed.
Needless to say, I seek nothing more than to find ways to further nurture,
celebrate and enjoy All of Life on this indescribably beautiful, mysterious and
sacred planet.

With Great Love and Deep Appreciation,
Al Lewis

                                                     
* Editor�s Note: Many people have proposed discussion groups or circles as an important way
to move toward the Ecozoic. CES offers a handbook for use in forming such groups at
www.ecozoicstudies.org. For information on Earthlight Community Circles contact
skleinauer@igc.org, also see www.wisdomcircle.org for another model. For discussion group
study materials see www.nwei.org.


